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Baseus Star-Lord 30000mAh powerbank, 65W (white).
Charge  up  to  3  devices  at  the  same time with  a  powerbank  from Baseus!  Star-Lord  features  a  high  power  of  65W and  extraordinary
speed.  The  battery  capacity  is  30000  mAh.  You  can  take  the  device  with  you  almost  anywhere!  Star-Lord  supports  fast  charging
technology and its use is fully safe thanks to multi-level protection.
 
Smart charging
Star-Lord supports  smart  charging technology (BPSII),  so  it  dynamically  distributes  power  between charged devices  and automatically
adjusts the output and voltage. All your devices will be charged quickly and safely with the Baseus powerbank!
 
Wide compatibility
The device is compatible with Huawei SCP/FCP, Apple PD, Xiaomi QC and Samsung AFC, among others. The Baseus product will charge
your  phone  or  tablet  in  no  time!  The  powerbank  is  equipped  with  the  following  ports:  Micro  input,  Type-C  input,  Type-C  output,
USB1/USB2 output. As you can see - the possibilities are endless!
 
Safety of use
An  NTC  temperature  sensor  is  built  into  the  device,  which,  together  with  a  smart  chip,  ensures  safe  charging  and  protects  against
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overheating.  The  powerbank  guarantees  multi-level  protection  against  overcharging,  overvoltage,  overcurrent,  short  circuit  and
electromagnetic field. You can charge your devices of choice without worry!
 
Thoughtful design
Star-Lord is equipped with a digital LED display that shows the remaining battery level of the device, so you can easily check when to
charge the powerbank.
 
Contents of the kit
PowerbankUSB cable
 
Specification
ManufacturerBaseusColorPowerCapacityWhite65W30000mAh

Price:

€ 74.00

Smartphone accessories, Power Banks, 20000 mAh
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